Across
1. He created the Jefferson nickel
5. Counterfeit
7. Woolworth’s famous ___ and dime
8. Nickel’s size, compared to quarter
10. About Uncirculated
11. Designer of Liberty Head nickel; or someone who trims your hair
12. The buffalo on the nickel actually is this
13. Designer’s initials on today’s nickel
14. The “F” in the grade “EF”
16. Lines between stars on 1866 nickel
19. First 1913 buffalo stands on this
22. Moved to nickel obverse in 1968
24. Steel device used to make coin dies
26. No nickels were made in nineteen twenty-
28. Raise your hand at an auction
30. Missing word that led to “Racketeer nickels”
32. All Shield nickels were made in this state
33. “Don’t take any” of these nickels
34. Amount of nickel in wartime issue
40. Where you should hold a nickel
41. Twenty nickels
42. A coin grade
43. In 1994 the Mint made proof nickels with this finish

Down
1. Collectors of Jefferson nickels like these “full”
2. Home of a 1913 Liberty Head nickel
3. Date on a coin
4. Predecessor to the nickel: half ___
5. Designer of the Buffalo nickel
6. Describes the nickel edge
8. Longacre’s 1866 nickel design
9. He wrote The Complete Guide to Buffalo Nickels
15. Animal that gives the Indian Head nickel its other name
17. Copper and nickel, for example
18. Number of steps on Monticello
21. Follows LIBERTY on Jefferson nickel
23. Nickel model “Two Moons”
24. Nickel re-engraved by a tramp
25. ____ Diamond, model for Buffalo reverse
26. Number of legs on collectable 1937-D issue
27. Item in an auction
29. Today’s nickel is 75% ___
31. Wartime nickels contained this precious metal
33. Word found on a nickel
35. Symbol for the element nickel
36. Direction Jefferson faces
37. On wartime nickels, mintmark is above this
38. Where you might buy a nickel
39. Buffalo model lived here